
GROWth Journaling Scriptures
for more information on journaling visit thesanctuarychurch.com/growth

Romans 12:1  /  Matthew 15:8-9 

John 4:23-24  / Hebrews 13:15-16  

  

 
 

 
   

True worship is putting God above and before all things.

We need to ______________ rightly about worship.

True worship is a _____________________ of God above all things.

Fruit that becomes sacrificial to God is our visible worship to the world:

1. The fruit of our  ______________ —we’re acknowledging His name.

• the acts of our  ______________ : alone and in gatherings.

2.2. The fruit of our  ______________ —we’re doing the right thing at the
       right time.

• the acts of our  ______________ : with the body: eyes, ears, hands, 
      and feet. 
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Conversations in Community
Use these questions in your Community Groups, GROWth Groups, with your family or your friends to 
give you practical ways to walk out Pastor Marty’s message.) 

“I can safely say, on the authority of all that is revealed in the Word of 
God, that any man or woman on this earth who is bored and turned off 
by worship is not ready for heaven.”—A.W. Tozer

WWhat can we do to fight against “bored-again Christianity” and make ourselves 
more ready for heaven? 

“We often make God in our own image, and He winds up to be as 
fussy, rude, narrow-minded, legalistic, judgmental, unforgiving, and 
unloving as we are.”—Brennan Manning

Have you ever discovered you weren’t really worshiping God, what made you 
realize this? 

““God directs his people not simply to worship but to sing his praises 
‘before the nations.’ We are called not simply to communicate the 
gospel to nonbelievers; we must also intentionally celebrate the gospel 
before them.” — Timothy J. Keller

Where can we intentionally celebrate the Good news of Jesus before the world, 
how can that be done?

PPastor Marty said today, “All true worship is—in essence—a matter of the 
heart… it can BE much more, but it can never be less.” 

What more did he say true worship could be? 

Can you think of even more ways?
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